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Make Money With perfect Analysis



About Aristo 

Aristotle Knew many things including physics, biology, zoology, 

metaphysics, logic, ethics, aesthetics, poetry, theatre, music, rhetoric, 

psychology, linguistics, economics, politics, etc.. , in Aristotle Investment we 

believe in science and knowledge! In Aristo we Analyze whole market and 

choose the best possible investments, Aristotle  grows your wealth in 

different dimensions. Welcome to the Cryptocurrency world!
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01 Aristo Goals and Aristo 

Solutions



1.1 Aristo Goals

Aristo is a ERC20 token that aims investors select just one 

token instead of having several cryptocurrency  coins and have 

the benefit from most successful cryptos. We came to know 

having several coins in a basket is very confusing for most 

investors and  made a special algorithm with a professional 

team to accept this struggle in behalf of clients and make 

fortune from even small investments, behind the scene our 

team  analyze and collect all prospect of cryptocurrency market 

and trade your founds to make best figure. The Aristo token 

limit is the moon , so let's experience mooning together!

Our multidisciplinary , extremely ambitious and passionate 

team including Post DBA, DBA, data science, software, 

machine learning graduates, all got many years experience in 

the stock and cryptocurrency market.



Aristo Solutions

● Secure Investment 

Cash is king, a king is someone who can do what he /she wants when he wants. In the

business world where there are lots of uncertainties, a businessperson can do what the

businessperson wants when he wants it only with cash. All other assets are not as liquid as

the cash. Cryptocurrencies are the same as cash. There are applications for a computerized

transaction protocol using smart contracts. The concept of Ricardian contracts as proposed

by Ian Grigg in 1996 provides insight into the realm of use cases for this technology.

Innovations include using a cryptographic hash function for identification and defining legal

elements as machine-readable by a computer. By being able to execute a set of instructions

(via a smart contract) and associate it with an accounting system(via a blockchain), the

Ethereum platform can be used to run a number of different dapps. The Aristo token is hosted

on the Ethereum network. ERC20 tokens are the most secure assets in the crypto currency

market and you can decide any time to sell or swap them with other assets. You can sell them

or keep them to rise in price. Of course because of using high end technology and algorithm

token price rise reasonable and holding tokens will be much more profitable than exchange.



Aristo Solutions (page2)

● Exchange Aristo Token

Aristo will be listed on different ERC20 exchanges. Everyone can buy and

the amount of tokens available in the market will be less and less every day. This is

our anti inflation strategy, this makes the price go up automatically. Aristo tokens are

developed by Solidity, Solidity is an object-oriented, high-level language for

implementing smart contracts. Smart contracts are programs which govern the

behaviours of accounts within the Ethereum state. Solidity was influenced by C++,

Python and JavaScript and is designed to target the Ethereum Virtual Machine

(EVM). Solidity is statically typed, supports inheritance, libraries and complex user-

defined types among other features. With Solidity you can create contracts for uses

such as voting, crowdfunding, blind auctions, and multi-signature wallets.



How it works
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1.2 How it works

Money has a time value, because the alternative to spending it now is to save it( lend it to someone), postponing 

consumption to a later date only to be able to consume more later, which can only happen if the lender pays back more 

money than he borrowed. The difference is the time value of money. When you buy an Aristo token system invest your 

money in the most profitable assets of day , week, month and all time and by using special tools secure the profit and 

switch between different assets and investment opportunities, Aristo find a secure way for your liquidity to work for you in 

state of the art manner, as much as you invest you can have bigger slice of this pie but even with few tokens you have 

this chance to experience mooning with others. All focus is on gaining profit with right and secure investment. After 

transforming any asset, the whole gain is calculated and increases the token price accordingly. There are different anti 

inflation strategies that expedite mooning as well.

Next decade will be the decade of Artificial Intelligence and IOT , Aristo hire professionals and use AI for best results. AI

is the best tool for forecasting , foresight, evaluating the past and present then predicting possible futures.

When you buy Aristo tokens , your investment directly goes to a pool and Hybrid Intelligence will select a short and long 

strategy for your asset. The only things you need is a smartphone and an internet connection.
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A healthy business unit depends on achieving the right balance

between long-term goals and short-term opportunities. The most

important limitation of short-term opportunities is that they should

not be taken when there is a large risk that could harm the life of

the organization
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4,200,000,000
Total token Supply



Token Information
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Decimals

ERC20 Networks
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Unique Product Influence
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Given that technology means by definition a systematic knowledge of how 

natural and artificial things function and interact the product uniqueness 

implies that one is able to generate and apply in a product form such new 

knowledge which the others do not have.  Did you ever think to invest in 

cryptocurrencies? What was the reason that you are still waiting? Of 

course it is Fear , for those who did not buy crypto there are Dilemmas fear 

and FOMO, and for those inside the market main issues are greed and 

fear as well. Every one invests and hopes to have some profit out of it, but 

cryptocurrencies, volatile markets and sharks time to time movements 

raise huge risks. Even if you stick to an analyst with accurate decisions all

decisions do not go through.

Aristo is a crypto that can make the best return for your investment, With 

Aristo you will let professional people and AI handle the risk.



2-1 Fine Basket Of Currencies

There is a confusion between cryptocurrency investors and traders always ,

they have to read so much and check all indicators one by one, go to all trends

and events to find out buy and sell signals , more assets and more confusing

,many miscalculation and lose because of price changes in pump or dump. In

Aristo we made it easy for you, one crypto instead of a bunch of different

cryptos with different patterns and ups and downs.

You just need to buy Aristo and we keep eyes on the price of crypto

currencies, in particular bitcoin. You don't need to invest and waste a lot of time

to have enough knowledge about all market coin caps and daily changes and

innovations , Aristo will do that on your behalf
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Decentralized Financial System

TRADITIONAL 
FINANCIAL SYSTEM

DECENTRALIZED
FINANCIAL SYSTEM



Traditional Financial System is too old and inefficient in today's world, Banks govern by government politically and fiat

currencies get printed upon political leaders and parliaments easily and carelessly. Centralized financial system is like a maze

and corrupt people can hide in each corner. Decentralized Finance (DeFi) is all about monetary systems using public

blockchains. The need for DeFi comes from the fact that financial services are not available to everyone around the world.

Almost 1.7 billion people all around the world have no means and access to financial services. Decentralized finance

(commonly referred to as DeFi) is an experimental form of finance that does not rely on central financial intermediaries such as

brokerages, exchanges, or banks to offer traditional financial instruments, and instead utilizes smart contracts on blockchains,

the most common being Ethereum DeFi platforms allow people to lend or borrow funds from others, speculate on price

movements on a range of assets using derivatives, trade cryptocurrencies, insure against risks, and earn interest in savings-

like accounts. Some DeFi applications promote high interest rates, but are subject to high risk. By October 2020, over $11

billion was deposited in various decentralized finance protocols, which represented more than a tenfold growth during the

course of 2020. As of January 2021, approximately $20.5 billion was invested in DeFi. Anyone anywhere can join the DeFi

community freely and without any restriction.

From the beginning there was a serious resistance about this new technology and many financial institutions those acting

very conservative call it fraud and Ponzi game, it is obvious in financial industry any unproven tool and gadget can not enter

easily, but over past years blockchain proved successfully that can make a very safe and reliable platform for cryptocurrencies

and decentralized financial system. Unbelievable resistance from the beginning that still we are facing in traditional markets

was quite healthy for industry and made this test more accurate and successful.



Innovators made a magnificent change along the last three generations of cryptocurrencies, now the market is more 

dynamic and efficient for trades and investors as good as it is for a decentralized financial system. In a decentralized financial 

system there is no middleman or middle agencies that just think about their own profit and don't care about clients, in this 

market every one accepts his/her own risk and gains profit. These changes were slow early days but now we can see the 

crypto currency revolution everywhere , mostly in countries facing more inflation and corruption since this is the way for their

will, maybe you heard this before “crypto currencies are not for governments, crypto currencies are for people! How many 

banks are in your neighborhood, city, country ? how many employees , how much are the value of buildings and office 

spaces , who pay for that? How much does it cost? Centralized financial system is corrupted and ineffective. During covid 19 

pandemic we saw governments forced central banks to print money carelessly and named that quantitative ease?! Each and 

every year world banks issue new guidelines for the development of government payment programs, but this is not a solution 

to cure nations poverty, the only salvation is decentralizing the financial system! People should have equity , a centralized

financial system has many layers like an onion and this system does not deal with people with the same gratitude. If smart 

contracts run this business, deal with everyone the same.

Market still growing and Crypto currency capital is growing parabolic. It is a very good time for people to invest and change

their fiat currencies to crypto and make their future wisely.



Our Mission 

Aristo created a crypto for beginners and professionals to 

make the best possible basket of cryptocurrencies by using 

Artificial intelligence and professional experience to save 

investor time and efforts studying this new market day by day.



Our Vision

Aristo Serves clients with a clear need and guides

beginners and professionals enter to cryptocurrency

market with min risk and better performance by

using hybrid intelligence (HI)



Aristo Platform Architecture

You may ask how reliable HI is for forecasting and price

prediction?

Its obvious machine alone can not do anything, our professional

team should decide the strategy and how to drive numerical price

prediction machines.

Combination of human intelligence and Artificial intelligence make

our goals possible. When our professional program the machine ,

the machine learns from them and does the job faster and more

accurately than humans, this hybrid model ( human brain and

Artificial intelligence) is the key for smart decisions.
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Why Aristo?

All of us know about saving , from childhood everyone advising us save your money and don't spend it all , there are tough

days in human life. But we are in 2021 and saving is not enough for hard earned money , it deserve much more, you may save

your money in a bank , but banks these days are government freezers for money, they freeze your assets to don't let liquidity

grow, they control the market by using banks, this is a trap! Aristo: Help you to invest in the right assets and gain profit as much

as you deserve it. Aristo forces your savings to work for you restlessly, 24 hours a day , seven days a week and 365 days a

year. Aristo uses the latest technology to grow your savings two even three digits! You buy Aristo and machine choose and

invest for you based on professional and expert patterns calculated by machine accurately and innovatively, in this process

there is no third party involved and hidden fees.

Contract Address

0x2457BD98caaF1e2Cfcd9fa8262805ef5327Ad6F7
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1qHUKcvq5D7HOGItECq1g2oXHx4XciFWBbP-lW-fc4Fk/copy


Disclaimer

An investment in, acceptance , and buying of any digital currency involves risks. These risks may include, among others, market 

risk, liquidity risk, market volatility and economic, political and regulatory risks and any combination of these and other risks. This 

material Should not be taken as the basis for making investment decisions, nor be constructed as a recommendation to engage in 

investment transactions. Trading digital assets involves significant risk and can result in the loss of your invested capital. You should 

ensure that you fully understand the risk involved and take into consideration your level of experience, Investment objectives and seek 

independent financial advice if necessary!




